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Heat Loss Mechanisms
Assume Venus and Earth
have similar global heat output.
How does this heat escape?
1) plate recycling – predicts rapid
spreading and subduction zones

2) lithospheric conduction – predicts
thin elastic lithosphere (< 10 km)

3) hot spot volcanism – predicts
that 10000 Hawaii-sized
volcanoes are active
today. generates 1 km
thickness of new volcanic
material every 2 Ma.

[Solomon and Head, JGR 1982]

tion dominatesheat transferon Venusis that all surfacetopographicrelief on scalessmallerthan the characteristichorizontal scalesof mantle convectionis geologicallyyoung. Preservation of topographicrelieffor extendedperiodsof time might
occur more readily if elevated regions on Venus are
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Fig. 3. Average lithosphericgeothermson Venus assumingthat
conductionis the only modeof lithosphericheat transfer.The solidline
showsthe casewhenall of the heat lossfrom Venusis generatedbelow
the lithosphere;the short-dashedcurveindicatesthe casewhen 15% of
the Venusheat lossis generatedby radioactivitydistributeduniformly
in a crust 30 km thick. Also shownare the terrestrialgeothermfor an
old ocean basin in thermal equilibrium [Parsonsand Sclater, 1977;
Sclater et al., 1980] and the range of isothermsinferred to define the
baseof the elasticlithospherein oceanbasins[Watts et al., 1980].

[Solomon and Head, JGR 1982]
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No subduction for temperature gradient
greater than ~7 ˚K/km

Lithospheric Buoyancy with Eclogite
Considered subduction of lithosphere with
geotherms of 10, 15, and 25˚K/km and 25
km thick crust.
The basalt-eclogite transition dominates
the transformation of positively-buoyant
slabs to negative buoyancy.
Slabs that descend to depths greater than
275 km become negatively buoyant.
For all geotherms considered, positive net
buoyancy persists above the basalteclogite phase change.
We expect that where subduction is
initiated, it will soon evolve to
underthrusting.

[Burt and Head, JGR 1992]

Characteristics of Subduction
asymmetric trench outer rise topography
arcuate planform
large outer trench wall curvature
outer trench wall fractures

Characteristics of Subduction
megathrust earthquakes and tsunami
Benioff zone down to 700 km
geodetic measured plate motions across trench boundaries
interseismic locking between 10 and 40 km deep
co-seismic and postseismic displacements

[Simons et al., 2011]

Characteristics of Subduction
asymmetric trench outer rise topography
arcuate planform
large outer trench wall curvature
outer trench wall fractures
Would you believe in subduction if these observations were
not available?

back arc volcanoes
megathrust earthquakes and tsunami
Benioff zone down to 700 km
geodetic measured plate motions across trench boundaries
interseismic locking between 10 and 40 km deep
co-seismic and postseismic displacements

http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/magellan/

Magellan Science Team, 1991

Global SAR
Mosaic
NASA - JPL

Global Topography of Venus from Radar Altimetry
25 km resolution

Ford and Pettengill, 1992

Venus Topography from Magellan
[McKenzie et al., JGR 1992]

“Structures that resemble
trenches are widespread
on Venus and show the
same curvature and
asymmetry as they do on
Earth.”

(Note Dan McKenzie was on
sabbatical at SIO when he did
this research. These are original
postscript files made with
Parker’s HyperMap.)

Venus Topography from Magellan
[McKenzie et al., JGR 1992]

“Ridges and transform faults

appear to be much less common on
Venus than they are on Earth and
for this reason were not discovered
until most of the planet had been
imaged. Trenches, however, are
widespread, and detailed
comparison of their topography
with those on Earth should
provide constraints on the the
rheology of the Venusian
lithosphere.
”

(Note Dan McKenzie was on
sabbatical at SIO when he did
this research. These are original
postscript files made with
Parker’s HyperMap.)
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Artemis GTR = 30 m/km

Hawaii GTR = 5 m/km
[Detrick and Crough, 1978]

estimated temperature
gradients at Artemis
and Latona

No subduction for temperature gradient
greater than ~7 ˚C/km

Subduction Model

Corona Model

Thermal scenario fails
to predict trench amplitude at
Latona.

[Sandwell and Schubert, 1992]

Earth and Venus

[Sandwell and Schubert, 1992b]

Latona Corona
Venus

[Schubert and Sandwell, 1995]

What	
  is	
  the	
  total	
  length	
  of	
  
possible	
  subduc%on	
  sites	
  on	
  
Venus?	
  	
  

asymmetric trench outer rise topography;
arcuate planform
large outer trench wall curvature
outer trench wall fractures

~9000 km have all characteristics

[Schubert and Sandwell, 1995]

Could	
  subduc%on	
  on	
  Venus	
  account	
  for	
  Earth-‐like	
  heat	
  loss?	
  
There	
  are	
  ~9000	
  km	
  of	
  Venus	
  trenches	
  having	
  all	
  4	
  characteris%cs.	
  Earth	
  has	
  
37,000	
  km	
  of	
  subduc%on	
  zones.	
  
	
  
The	
  rela%vely	
  uniform	
  density	
  of	
  impacts	
  is	
  inconsistent	
  with	
  large	
  areas	
  of	
  
plate	
  recycling	
  so	
  Venus	
  trenches	
  have	
  not	
  been	
  ac-ve	
  over	
  the	
  past	
  ~300	
  Ma.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Elas%c	
  thickness	
  es%mates	
  suggest	
  very	
  low	
  thermal	
  gradients	
  in	
  many	
  areas	
  <	
  
7	
  ˚K/km.	
  	
  Conduc-ve	
  heat	
  loss	
  is	
  at	
  least	
  5	
  -mes	
  smaller	
  than	
  on	
  the	
  Earth.	
  
	
  
Venus	
  lithosphere	
  is	
  nega%vely	
  buoyant	
  if	
  the	
  crustal	
  thickness	
  <	
  ~20	
  km.	
  
	
  
Possible	
  subduc%on	
  sites	
  have	
  not	
  removed	
  a	
  signiﬁcant	
  amount	
  of	
  heat	
  over	
  
the	
  past	
  ~300	
  Ma.	
  
	
  
NO	
  -‐	
  How	
  does	
  Venus	
  lose	
  heat?	
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TURCOTTE:

HEAT LOSS ON VENUS

Abstract. The tectonicsand volcanismof the terrestrialplanetsare controlledby the loss
of heat from the planetaryinterior. On the Earth, about 70% of the heat flow throughthe
Three
mechanisms considered:
mantle is attributed to the subductionof cold lithosphere.In order to understandthe
(a)
tectonic
and volcanic
Venus itfrom:
is necessaryto understandhow heat is
1)
Steady
heat processes
loss likeonEarth
transportedthroughits mantle.In this paper, three alternativeend-memberhypotheses
are considered.
The first
is the steady
lossof heat–through
conduction,
tectonics
andstate
volcanics
NO the mantle to the surface
in analogyto the Earth. However,without plate tectonicsand subductionon Venus, a
2)
Strong
upward
concentration
heat
steady
staterequires
either
a very high plumeof
flux
or very rapid rates of lithospheric
delamination.The requiredplume flux would be equivalentto about 80 plumeswith the
producing
elements
UNLIKELY
(b)
strength
of the Hawaiian
plume.–
The
requireddelaminationflux impliesa 50%
delaminationof the entire Venus lithosphereevery 10 m.y. Neither appearspossible,so
3)
Episodic global subduction events
that it is concludedthat Venus cannottransportheat throughits mantle to its surfaceon
a steady
state basis.
second
hypothesis
is that there hasbeen a strongupward
followed
by The
long
periods
of surface
concentrationof the heat-producingelementsinto the crustof Venus; the heat generated
is then
lost by conduction.Surfacemeasurementsof the concentrationsof the heatquiescence.
producingelementsplace constraintson this model. If everythingis favorablethis
hypothesismight be marginallyacceptable,but it is consideredto be highlyunlikely.The
third hypothesisis that heat is lost by episodicglobalsubductioneventsfollowedby long
periodsof surfacequiescence.
The near-randomdistributionof craterssuggests
that the
last subductionevent occurredabout 500 Ma. This model impliesa thick thermal
4. Schematic
illustration of an episodic subduction
lithosphere(•-300 km) at the presenttime, whichis consistentwith Figure
a variety
of surface
event. The processdescribedfor a Hawaiian lava lake is the
observations.
Lava lakeson the Earth are consideredas analogiestomodel,
plate
they
buttectonics;
the processmay
alsobe applicableto Venus.
also exhibit episodicsubductionevents.
Introduction

Studiesof the surfaceof Venusduringthe Magellanmission
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More	
  studies	
  on	
  non-‐steady	
  tectonics	
  -‐	
  1	
  
Fowler and O’Brien, JGR 1996 – A mechanism for episodic subduction on Venus
- Developed a numerical model of Turcotte’s conceptual episodic model.
Moresi and Solomatov, GJI 1998 - Mantle convection with a brittle lithosphere:
thoughts on the global tectonic styles of the Earth and Venus
- Investigate the style of thermal convection for Venus and the Earth using a realistic
Byerlee’s law for the strength of the upper brittle lithosphere.
- They find that when the coefficient of friction is low (0.03-0.13) on the plate
boundaries one gets mobile plates.
- When the coefficient of friction is larger (0.6) one gets stagnant lid convection.
- They find that the stagnant lid convection can “collapse” into a runaway mode.
Turcotte et al., Icarus 1999 - Catastrophic Resurfacing and Episodic Subduction on
Venus
- Develop a thermal model of the episodic resurfacing hypothesis and find if the
interval is 500-700 My the events can only transport 15-25% of the radiogenic heat.
- Propose that the remainder of the heat is lost during periods of vigorous tectonic
activity following the overturn.

More	
  studies	
  on	
  non-‐steady	
  tectonics-‐	
  2	
  
Fowler and O’Brien, Proc. R. Soc. Lond. 2002 – LIthospheric failure on Venus
- Explore mechanisms for subduction zone initiation involving a rising plume.
- Perimeter of thermal swell collapses into transient trenches.
Herrick and Rumpf – JGR 2011 - Postimpact modification by volcanic or tectonic
processes as the rule, not the exception, for Venusian craters
- Postulated resurfacing histories that consider the majority of craters to be at the top
of the stratigraphic column are invalid, and the mean surface age of Venus is young
(∼150 My).
Armann and Tackley, JGR 2012 - Simulating the thermochemical magmatic and
tectonic evolution of Venus’s mantle and lithosphere: Two-dimensional models
- Episodic lid overturn interspersed by periods of quiescence effectively loses
Venus’s heat while giving lower rates of volcanism and a thinner crust.
- Calculations predict 5–8 overturn events over Venus’s history, each lasting ~150
Myr, initiating in one place and then spreading globally.
Smrekar et al., in revision, 2016 - Plume-Induced Subduction on Venus
- Most of the proposed subduction sites on Venus have both characteristics of mantle
plumes and subduction zones, leading to debate over their origin.
- Fluid mechanics laboratory experiments provide new insights into surface
deformation above a mantle plume that can develop into subduction
- Evidence for geologically recent volcanism at Quetzelpetlatl suggests that
subduction may still be active.

What additional information is
needed to confirm or reject the
subduction hypothesis?

Crustal thickness at in plains – buoyancy estimate
Seismology for possible Venus quakes – active plate boundaries?
InSAR for crustal deformation – active today?
High resolution topography – trench depth and outer rise fractures.
Gravity at < 200 km resolution – resolve flexurally-compensated features
InSAR correlation – map active volcanic flows
Need a new mission(s) to Venus

VERITAS

VERITAS selected as
Phase A Discovery Mission,
Sue Smrekar, JPL, PI

Mission & Science Team:
PI: Sue Smrekar, JPL
PM: Dave Lehman, JPL
PSE: Kirk Breitenbach, JPL
Deputy PI: Lindy Elkins-Tanton, ASU
Project Scientist: Scott Hensley, JPL
S/C Provider: LM
Payload: JPL & ASI (VISAR), DLR (VEM), JPL (RS)
Operations: JPL (mission & science ops)
Mission: 60 month orbital mission using a Lockheed Martin spacecraft to provide high
resolution altimetry, radar imaging, and surface change as well as map surface composition,
with a nanosat atmospheric probe to better define its atmospheric composition (TDO option).
Launch: Nov 2021, 28 month science operations

31	
  

How	
  Earthlike	
  is	
  Venus?	
  
VERITAS will answer this fundamental question by revealing Venus’ geologic
history, determining how active it is today, and searching for the fingerprints of
past and present water.

This is essential in predicting whether Earth-sized planets in habitable zones
are more likely to resemble Earth or Venus.
5/6/16	
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•
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  weathering	
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Conclusions
Venus has a thick lithosphere despite the high surface temperature.
Conduction is not an important heat loss mechanism.
Old lithosphere can be negatively buoyant if crustal thickness <~ 20 km.
There are ~9000 km of trenches that have characteristics of subduction
zones.
The near random distribution of impact craters is inconsistent with large area
resurfacing from subduction. A recent study postulates that there is
significant volcanic resurfacing.
Episodic tectonics is a viable mechanism for keeping Venus cool but it is a
largely untestable hypothesis.
VERITAS will measure global topography at 250 m horizontal resolution to
better define trench depth and outer wall structure. Repeat-pass InSAR will
map out areas of active volcanic flows. Gravity will confirm flexure.

What	
  about	
  Corona	
  
“Corona on Venus are circular to elongate structures with maximum widths of
150-1000 km characterized by an annulus of concentric ridges surrounding complex
interiors. The features have raised topography relative to the surroundings, they are
associated with volcanic activity, and most are partially surrounded by a peripheral
trough.” [Stofan et al., 1991]

STOFAN ET AL: MODELS OF ORIGIN OF CORONA STRUC
A. RISING

ANOMALY

,

B. SINKING

>

ANOMALY

Fig. 5. (a) Idealized rising anomaly model of corona origin.
A thermal anomalyor hotspotresultsin partial melting, with
lighter buoyant material rising causinguplift and volcanism
at the surface. (b) Idealized sinking anomaly model of corona
origin. A sinking diapir may form due to a phase change
producedby thickeningof the lithospherebelow a critical

depthor coolinginstabilitiesat the baseof the lithosphere

Aine Corona (F-MIDR 59S164)
NASA JPL

material (Figure 5a). Conversely,cooling or a phase
changemay causethe density of material to increase,
resulting in downwardmotion (Figure 5b). We have
formulated a model to study the effects on the surface
of both upward and downwardmotion from the interior
of a planet.
Hotspotor Rising Mantle Diapir Model
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four critical characteristics of the corona population and Figure 2. Histogram of maximum diameters for both Type 1
their implications for formational models. In section 3, we and Type 2 coronae (data from Stofan et al. [2001] and Glaze
pography for the same
review the physics of bottom-heated convection that may et al. [2002]), binned every 100 km. A fit of a lognormal
as illustrated in Fig. 2.
apply to Venus and then describe our corona formation distribution is also shown, with geometric and arithmetic
he topography is reflectmodel. Tests of the model are provided in four subsections. means of !217 km and !243 km, respectively.
he vertical axis to show
lava flows. The main por-

the fracture annu- composition, and flow fields. Arrows indicate the
ment settings:
lies outside along
the deformed,
upraised
o H) Time evolution of tion
theoftemperature,
primarily found in three geologic
chasmata
along an elevated
rim (17). This annulus location and multid relative magnitude of lus
theliesviscous
flow. Temperature is shown with color, with blue cold and
outer rim. A portion of an
and fracture belts, near volcanic
rises,
and formation
as isolated
ple phases
of annulus
are not
hite contours are at 1325°C,
and 1500°C. Depletion at 1, 5, and 10% is shown with
older, 1350°C,
flooded annulus
by prior
models
(10–15).
features in the volcanic plainspredicted
[Stofan
et al.,
2001;
Glaze
seen in the foreours. The 1% contour iscan
thebelowermost
line.
Coronae are not uniformly distributed
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profile across the upntrary to Fig. 2 where the
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ection.
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[Smrekar and Stofan, 1997]
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[Dombard et al., 2007]

Artemis, Latona, and other large
trench-like structures are dissimilar to
the typical corona.

global seismicity

Tonga Benioff zone

Kurile
Subduction
Zone
[Ammon, Kanamori & Lay
Nature 2008)]

On Earth trenches
have both thrust and
normal fault
mechanisms.

